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We present an exact analytical method dedicated to fitting time-
dependent exponential-like changes in MR spectra. As an illus-
tration, this method has been applied to fitting metabolic changes
recorded by 31P MRS in human skeletal muscle occurring dur-
ing a rest–exercise–recovery protocol. When recording metabolic
changes with the accumulative method, the time averaging of the
MR signals implies the choice of a time index for fitting any changes
in the features of the associated MR spectra. A critical examination
of the different ways (constant, linear, and exponential) of choosing
the time index is reported. By numerical analysis, we have calcu-
lated the errors generated by the three methods and we have com-
pared their sensitivity to noise. In the case of skeletal muscle, both
constant and linear methods introduce large and uncontrolled er-
rors for the whole set of metabolic parameters derived from [PCr]
changes. In contrast, the exponential method affords a reliable esti-
mation of critical parameters in muscle bioenergetics in both normal
and pathological situations. This method is very easy to implement
and provides an exact analytical solution to fitting changes in MR
spectra recorded by the accumulative method. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: time averaging; fitting method; 31P MRS; human
skeletal muscle.
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1 Exponential-like is used to describe a linear combination of exponential
functions with a constant term:x 7→ a0+

∑N
n=1{an · exp(bn · x)}, with an and

bn being complex numbers.
INTRODUCTION

31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has been la
used to investigatein vivo the energetic status of organs inclu
ing heart, liver, brain, and kidney. More particularly, analy
of muscle energetics in humans has provided significant re
regarding (i) metabolic control of energy supply during m
cle contraction and recovery in healthy subjects and (ii) alte
muscular energetics in patients suffering from various musc
diseases (1–17).

Unlike muscle biopsy, which samples metabolite concen
tions at a single moment in time, MRS gives an average valu
concentrations sampled at consecutive moments. MRS w
uses the accumulative method in the time domain to impr
the sensitivity, i.e., to obtain a reliable signal-to-noise ratio
the frequency domain. At the end of the total acquisition t
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P, spectrometers produce a MR signal that results from the
averaging of NS (number of scans) successive and eleme
signals, each of them being sampled during a timeT within the
TR cycle (time of repetition).

Because the Fourier transform is a linear operator, the
cumulative aspect is also true in the frequency domain. C
sequently, any metabolite concentration calculated from a
spectrum is the average of NS successive and elementary
centrations calculated from each elementary MR spectrum
tained during each successive TR. This averaged conce
tion is subsequently “associated” with the total acquisition ti
P = NS× TR.

For muscle investigations, NS andP depend on the magneti
field strength, the observed muscle mass, and the specific e
imental protocol used. Analysis of literature indicates that
ranges from 4 to 128 accumulations whileP varies from severa
seconds to several minutes.

Concentration values, obtained for everyP, are generally
used in a modeling and fitting process to calculate sev
critical metabolic parameters. Due to the averaging of
NS successive and elementary values, a time index mus
provided for each metabolic concentration value in the fitt
process. In other words, one must implicitly or explicit
characterize the time-dependent evolution of metabolite le
during each acquisition timeP.

During a rest–exercise–recovery muscle protocol, analys
phosphocreatine (PCr) concentration time-dependent cha
provides important information on muscle bioenergetics, s
as the initial rate of [PCr] variations at the start of the exerc
period or at the start of the recovery period (13, 18–20). Over the
past years, different ways of choosing the time index have b
reported and no critical analysis of all methods is yet availa
We aimed in this work at providing such a critical analysis and
propose a method well suited to exponential-like1 phenomena
1090-7807/01 $35.00
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such as metabolic changes occurring in exercising/recove
muscle.

METHODS

Definitions of Parameters Used in Modeling [PCr] Changes

During muscle contraction, PCr is consumed, thereby buf
ing [ATP] changes and leading to inorganic phosphate (Pi) ac
mulation. The initial [PCr] decrease is rapid and then becom
curvilinear as oxidative phosphorylation and glycogenoly
resynthetize ATP. Throughout the exercise, the time-depen
evolution of [PCr] is commonly described as an exponential-l
model (13, 18–21):

[PCr](t) = BEGexe−MAX exe× [1− exp(−Kexe× t)]. [1]

This model is valid between timet = 0 (beginning of the ex-
ercise) and timet = tendexe(end of the exercise). BEGexerefers to
[PCr] value at the beginning of the exercise; it must be equa
[PCr]rest, the average value of [PCr] during rest before exerc
Kexe (min−1) is the kinetic constant of PCr consumption durin
exercise. MAXexerepresents the amount of PCr consumed wh
steady-state conditions of the exercise are reached, i.e., whe
duration of the exercise is very long compared to 1/Kexe.

The initial rate of [PCr] decrease (IRexe), the [PCr] value at
end of the exercise (ENDexe), and the amount of PCr consume
during exercise (CONSUM) can be calculated from Eq. [1] a

IRexe= −Kexe×MAX exe;

ENDexe= BEGexe−MAX exe× [1− exp(−Kexe× tendexe)];

CONSUM= BEGexe− ENDexe.

Only three of the above parameters are necessary and
ficient to completely define the model (3 degrees of freed
model).

It is noteworthy that [PCr] increase during the recovery per
is governed by a similar exponential-like model:

[PCr](t) = BEGrec+MAX rec× [1− exp(−Krec× t)]. [2]

This model is valid between timet = 0 (beginning of the re-
covery) and timet = tendrec(end of the recovery). BEGrec refers
to [PCr] value at the beginning of the recovery; it must
equal to ENDexe. Krec (min−1) is the kinetic constant of PC
resynthesis during recovery. MAXrec represents the amount o
PCr resynthetized when steady-state conditions of full [P
recovery are reached, i.e., when the duration of the reco
is very long compared to 1/Krec. The value of full recovery
[PCr] =BEG +MAX is expected to be equal to [PCr].
full rec rec rest

The initial rate of [PCr] increase (IRrec), the [PCr] value at end
of the recovery (ENDrec), and the amount of PCr resynthetize
N, AND COZZONE
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during recovery (RECOV) can be calculated from Eq. [2] as

IRrec= +Krec×MAX rec;

ENDrec= BEGrec+MAX rec× [1− exp(−Krec× tendrec)];

RECOV= ENDrec− BEGrec.

The Choice of the Time Index for the Fitting Process

We have used the widely accepted global models describ
[PCr] changes during the whole duration of the exercise (Eq.
and the whole duration of the recovery (Eq. [2]). To compute
global model parameters in the fitting process, one must defi
submodel for the time-dependent evolution of [PCr] during
acquisition timeP; i.e., one needs to associate a time index
each average [PCr] value produced by the spectrometer du
eachP. Two main methods have already been reported and
propose a third one.

The constant method.As in the usual approach of time
averaging methods, one could consider that the time-depen
evolution of [PCr] is constant duringP and choose the time in
dex given by the spectrometer at the endpoint ofP. This method
implicitly assumes that the global model is piecewise cons
during the whole duration of the exercise or recovery. T
assumption is fully valid for the time-dependent evolution
[PCr] during rest before exercise; it is an approximation for
steady-state periods of the exercise or recovery.

The linear method. Some authors have introduced anoth
method consisting in choosing the midpoint ofP as the time
index (13–15, 22). This method is implicitly based on the a
sumption that the time-dependent evolution of [PCr] is line
during P. This method assumes that the global model is pie
wise linear during the whole period of the exercise or recove
This assumption may be considered as approximately valid
a period with nearly constant rate of [PCr] variations, but is o
viously inaccurate when the rate varies rapidly, as at the sta
the exercise or at the start of the recovery.

The exponential method.In coherence with Eq. [1] and
Eq. [2], we propose that the time-dependent evolution of [P
during P follows exactly Eq. [1] for exercise and Eq. [2] fo
recovery. For the exercise period and for each successiveP of
rankm = 1, 2, . . . , the theoretical averaged value of [PCr] c
be analytically calculated as the arithmetic mean of the NS
ementary concentration values of PCr. If DL is the time de
between the start of TR and the middle of the sampling periodT ,
then during the currentP of rankm, the current sampling time is

tn = n× TR+ DL, with n = (m− 1)×NS,

(m− 1)× NS+ 1, . . . ,m× NS− 1.

Under conditions of stationary concentration duringT , the
current elementary concentration of PCr is
d[PCr](tn) = BEGexe−MAX exe× [1− exp(−Kexe× tn)], [3]
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TIME AVERAGING AND FITTING OF

and can be rewritten as

[PCr](tn) = BEGexe−MAX exe× [1− KDL × qn],

with q = exp(−Kexe×TR) being the decreasing factor betwe
successive elementary concentrations and KDL= exp(−Kexe×
DL) being the decreasing factor due to the delay.

During the currentP of rankm, the average [PCr]m of the NS
values is

[PCr]m = 1

NS

n=mNS−1∑
n=(m−1)NS

{[PCr](tn)}

= BEGexe−MAX exe×
[

1− KDL

NS

n=mNS−1∑
n=(m−1)NS

{qn}
]
.

The last term is the sum of a finite geometric progression
the resulting average value can be expressed as

[PCr]m=BEGexe−MAX exe×
[
1− KDL

NS
× Q(m−1)(1− Q)

(1− Q(1/NS))

]
,

[4]

with Q = qNS = exp(−Kexe× P) being the decreasing fac
tor between successive spectra. Similar calculations can be
formed throughout the recovery period, using the approp
corresponding parameters.

In the exponential method, values given by Eq. [4] (aver
of theoretical values), indexed bym, must be fitted with the cor
responding experimental values (averaged measures prod
by the spectrometer). Interestingly, this method does not req
any choice of time index at all; it only requires the rankm of
each spectrum, independent of the collection time. The fittin
conducted with time-averaged values and not with simple ti
point values (a time-averaged value is “associated” with the
time of averaging).

We can observe that Eq. [4]:

(i) is the exact analytical form of the average value of
NS elementary concentrations duringP, whatever the numbe
of scans;

(ii) may be easily extended to the very general case of a li
combination of complex exponential functions with differe
complex coefficients, since averaging is a linear operator; a

(iii) can be used for all phenomena measured by the accu
lative method, in all domains.

Evaluation of the Methods
The overall evaluation was based on the three followi
studies.
ONLINEAR METABOLIC CHANGES 3
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TABLE 1
Reference values of the Independent Parameters Selected for the

Analysis of Errors Generated by the Three Methods

Independent
parameters Reference values

Exercise
BEGexe

a 100
Kexe (min−1) From 0.25 to 5.0 by increments of 0.25
ENDexe

a From 80 to 20 by increments of 10

Recovery
BEGrec

a From 80 to 20 by increments of 10
Krec (min−1) 0.1 and from 0.25 to 2.0 by increments of 0.2
[PCr]full

a 100

Note. BEG represents the initial [PCr] value.K stands for the kinetic
constant of [PCr] variations. ENDexe is the [PCr] value at end of the ex
ercise and [PCr]full is the [PCr] value reached for the full recovery after exerci

a Expressed in percentage of [PCr] at rest ([PCr]rest).

Analysis of errors2. First, we have analyzed the errors intr
duced by each method (constant, linear, and exponential) u
a priori given values (reference values) of parameters for e
model (Eq. [1], Eq. [2]). Parameter values were obtained f
our data bank (23). For the exercise period, for the independ
parameters selected, and for each combination of their refer
values shown in Table 1, we have followed these three succe
steps.

Step 1.For eachP(m = 1, 2, . . .): (i) we have numerically
calculated the NS elementary values [PCr](tn) given by Eq. [3],
and (ii) we have numerically obtained, by arithmetic mean,
corresponding theoretical average valuesAm (m= 1, 2, . . .).

Step 2.We have looked for the values of parameters that h
led to the best fit (χ2 minimization) between the theoretic
values{[PCr]rest, A1, A2, . . .} and the following values:

(i) [PCr](t) given by Eq. [1] at time{0, P, 2P, . . .} for
the constant method;

(ii) [PCr](t) given by Eq. [1] at time{0, P/2, 3P/2, . . .}
for the linear method; and

(iii) {BEGexe, [PCr]1, [PCr]2, . . .} given by Eq. [4] for the
exponential method.

Step 3. For each individual parameter (independent or dep
dent), we have calculated the agreement between the fitted
and the a priori given value (reference value in Table 1) as

agreement(%)= 100× fitted value

reference value
= 100+ error(%).

For the recovery period, we have applied the same pro
using the corresponding appropriate parameters and subsc
Moreover, we have always used the reference value of
parameter as the starting values of the fitting iterative proce
ng2 Error: the difference between a computed, estimated, or measured value and
the true, specified, or theoretically correct value (FED-STD-1037C).
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Estimation of sensitivity to noise3. Since real data are alway
noisy, we have estimated, in the second study, the sensitivi
noise for each method. The noise effects were simulated by
Monte Carlo method. Noisy [PCr](tn) values were obtained by
adding a distinct random value to each value given by Eq.
Characterization of noise agreed with what we have experim
tally obtained in the exploration of human muscle. A Gauss
noise was used with a zero mean and a standard deviation v
equal to 30% of [PCr]rest.

For each method, for each period (exercise and recovery),
for each combination of the parameter reference values sh
in Table 1, the three steps of the first study were run 1000 tim
with different samples of noise. For each individual parame
the 1000 corresponding agreements (or errors) were obta
These agreements were obviously scattered. The distribu
of the 1000 agreements was fitted byχ2 minimization with a
normal curve. The mean value of the normal curve gives
experimental estimation of the most probable agreement am
the 1000 agreements. The standard deviation of the normal c
gives an experimental estimation of the dispersion produce
the noise. In this study, we have also used the reference va
of the parameters as the starting values of the fitting itera
process.

Analysis of data from healthy subjects.Finally, in the third
study, data from 42 healthy subjects (mean age± SD, 37±8)
were examined using the three different methods.

For the three studies, the fixed protocol parameters w
NS= 32; DL= 0; P = 1 min; exercise duration= 3 min (m=
1, 2, 3) and recovery duration= 20 min (m = 1, 2, . . . ,20).
Numerical calculations were written and run under IDL (ve
sion 5, IRIX mipseb, Research Systems Inc., Boulder, CO).
built-in routine curvefit.pro (version 1.13 1997/01/15) was us
for fitting. The internal normal random number generator r
domn.pro was applied for noise simulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of Errors

For the constant and linear methods, all results show tha
agreement (or error) is a nonlinear function of theoretical valu
as can be observed forKexein Fig. 1. This error is not a bias4 since
it is neither constant nor proportional nor unidirectional. The
is no exact analytical method that can correct this error beca
of the use of a nonlinear iterative process (χ2 minimization).

The main results concerning selected critical parameters
displayed in Table 2. Clearly, both constant and linear meth

often underestimate most of the theoretical values. For instan
the best value ofKexeobtained with the constant method is only
36% of the theoretical value. In contrast, results obtained w

3 Noise: a random signal of known statistical properties of amplitude, dist
bution, and spectral density (FED-STD-1037C).

4 Bias: a systematic deviation of a value from the reference value (FED-ST
1037C).
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FIG. 1. Agreement (percentage ratio of fitted value to reference value
the kinetic constantKexe calculated according to the constant (triangles),
linear (square), and the exponential (circles) methods. Results are displaye
function of the reference values ofKexeexpressed in min−1. These results were
obtained with DEBexe= 100% of [PCr] at rest ([PCr]rest) and were independen
of ENDexe varying from 80 to 20% by increments of 10% of [PCr]rest.

the linear method are closer to the theoretical values, for
parameters, the worst value obtained being 61% of the the
tical value. The errors introduced by both methods are sm
for the recovery period, as compared to exercise, but are

TABLE 2
Agreement (Percentage Ratio of Fitted Value to Reference Value)

Calculated for Selected Parameters

Agreement (%; min–max)

Parameters Constant method Linear method Exponential me

Exercise
Kexe 0.005–36 61–90 100
IRexe 30–63 61–97 100
CONSUM 90–103 100–102 100

Recovery
Krec 50–92 84–100 100
IRrec 51–97 84–100 100
RECOV 102–106 100–101 100

Note. IR and K represent respectively the initial rate and kinetic const
of [PCr] changes. CONSUM refers to the amount of PCr consumed at en
the exercise. RECOV refers to the amount of PCr recovered at end of re
D-
ery. Results are presented as ranges including minimal and maximal values of
the agreement. Independent parameters used for the calculations are shown in
Table 1.
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TABLE 3
Agreement (Percentage Ratio of Fitted Value to Reference

Value) of the Kinetic Constant Kexe Calculated by Each Method in
1000 Experiments with Different Samples of Noise

Agreement distribution: MPA(%)± SD(%)
Reference values

Kexe(min−1) Constant method Linear method Exponential meth

0.25 0.004± 0.002 90± 49 101± 54
1.75 36± 5 82± 9 101± 14
5.0 30± 4 61± 7 99± 23

Note. Results are presented as estimated most probable agreement (MPA
estimated standard deviation (SD) of the agreement distribution. Indepen
parameters were BEGexe equal to 100% and ENDexe equal to 50% of [PCr] at
rest ([PCr]rest).

significant. It is noteworthy that the smallest errors are calcula
for both the amount of PCr consumed at end of the exercise
PCr resynthetized throughout recovery.

The exponential method always gives the correct res
whatever the parameter considered, providing the expe
agreement value of 100%. This is not surprising becauseAm

and [PCr]m are two different ways to numerically calculate t
same average value.

Estimation of Sensitivity to Noise

For each parameter, the estimations of the most prob
agreements obtained by both constant and linear method
very similar to the agreements obtained in the first study, w
noiseless data. Agreements reported in Table 3 can be com
with agreements in Fig. 1 for the same theoreticalKexe. As shown
in Table 3, the best estimation of the most probable agreem
of Kexe by the constant method is only 36% of the theoreti
value, whereas the linear method provides better results (
of the theoretical value).

Regarding values ofKexe, the estimation of the most proba
ble agreement of the agreement distribution associated with
exponential method remains by far the best, i.e., less than
different from the theoretical value.

For a given method, the sensitivity to noise for a given para
eter can be measured by the ratio between the estimated sta
deviation of the agreement distribution and the estimated m
probable agreement of the agreement distribution. For eac
dividual value ofKexe, the sensitivity has approximately th
same value for all methods (Table 3). This sensitivity to no
is the highest (roughly 50%) for the lowest theoretical value
Kexe.

Analysis of Data from Healthy Subjects

Based on the results obtained above, the parameter valu
culated by the exponential method was chosen as the refer
value and compared with values provided by the other two m

ods. Figure 2 illustrates results of the initial rate of [PCr] pos
exercise recovery (IRrec) for each of the 42 subjects. One can no
ONLINEAR METABOLIC CHANGES 5
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FIG. 2. Agreement (percentage ratio of the value obtained with the cons
or the linear method, to the value obtained by the exponential method) o
initial rate of [PCr] post-exercise recovery (IRrec) for healthy subjects (n= 42),
calculated according to the constant (triangles, a) and to the linear (square
t-
te

methods. Results are displayed as a function of the values of IRrec obtained by
the exponential method and expressed in percentage of [PCr] at rest ([PCr]rest)
per minute.
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that constant and linear methods generate errors that are rou
proportional to the value of IRrec. For the constant method, the
agreement ranged from 40 to 90%, while for the linear meth
it varied from 85 to 105%.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that both constant and linear meth
introduced uncontrolled errors for the whole set of metabolic p
rameters. In this regard, one should keep in mind that errors
different from bias. Bias is often characterized by a constant o
set and is independent of theoretical values; it can be correc
In the present case, errors are nonlinear functions of theoret
values and systematic corrections are impossible. When hav
to select the most reliable fitting model, one should consider t
the accuracy of MRS is estimated to be around 10%. As a c
sequence, any difference up to 10% in the metabolic parame
among healthy subjects or between controls and patients w
muscular disorders cannot be considered as significant. Sinc
rors introduced by the constant and the linear methods are o
larger than 10%, they are likely to provide unreliable results.

We have proposed an exponential method, which allows a
liable estimation of critical metabolic parameters such as tho
usually recorded during and after muscular exercise. Those
rameters are calculated to analyze muscle bioenergetics in b
normal and pathological situations. Among them, IRexe is used
to estimate the energy cost of contraction, thereby illustrati
metabolic efficiency (13, 19, 20, 24–27). Additionally, IRrec is
utilized to illustrate aerobic ATP production, thereby giving in
formation on mitochondrial metabolism (1, 4, 8, 9, 12, 28, 29).
The exponential method can be reliably used for a subtle
ploration of metabolism in normal situations and for conductin
comparative analyses between control subjects and patients
muscular disorders.

This study demonstrates that, with the use of the exponen
method, the accumulative method may be extended to obse
and to measure MR signals with exponential-like changes in M
spectra. The only assumed condition is that the MR signal
stationary only during the sampling periodT . The exponential
method is easy to implement and provides an exact analyt
solution to fitting changes in MR spectra.
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